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For immediate release:
Emerson Showcases Branson Ultrasonic Omni Precision Cleaning System Ideal
for Accurate Cleaning of Complex Medical Devices

Danbury, CT. (June 1, 2016) -Branson Ultrasonics, a business of Emerson, will be
showcasing their automated aqueous Omni Cleaning System at Med Tech World
MD&M East Show, June 14th – 16th,, Javits Center, Booth # 1939. Branson is
recognized worldwide for offering the broadest range of advanced solutions for
precision cleaning and material joining.

The Branson Omni is a high performance fully integrated ultrasonic cleaning and rinsing
system complete with a build-in dryer. The Omni consists of an ultrasonic cleaning tank,
two stage cascade rinse tank, re-circulated hot air dryer and TDR-ZP material handling
system. The TDR hoist automatically picks up baskets of parts from the loading station
and moves them through the cleaning, rinsing and drying tanks automatically – upon
completion of the cycle places the parts at the unload station. The system is specially
designed to provide superior precision cleaning of small and medium sized items, and is
well suited for the cleaning of complex medical device, Swiss turned components and
complex machined parts. The machine aids manufacturers in meeting the strict
standards required in today’s highly technological markets.
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When integrated with the optional TDR-ZP two dimensional transport system the Omni
becomes an automatic high-throughput cleaning system with precise PLC control and
data collection capabilities.

The flexibility and range of Branson’s cleaning systems allows the client to select
components and create the system that meets their needs, matching system
features to specific application requirements. Simple stand-alone units to fully
integrated production lines are available. Branson can assist in all aspects of
developing the cleaning process parameters, testing the process, engineering the
solution and implementing the entire process. Branson provides detailed information
and guidelines for optimal use of their cleaning & material joining equipment for
customers and interested persons. Branson’s goal is to create value in our customers
manufacturing processes, serve as a long-term strategic partner and provide a high
return on investment to our customers. With more than 1,800 employees in 70 sales
and support offices worldwide, Branson is committed to leading the industry in products,
solutions, service and support. Whatever your need Branson makes it possible.
About Emerson
Emerson (NYSE: EMR), based in St. Louis, Missouri (USA), is a global leader in bringing technology and
engineering together to provide innovative solutions for customers in industrial, commercial, and
consumer markets around the world. The company is comprised of five business segments: Process
Management, Industrial Automation, Network Power, Climate Technologies, and Commercial &
Residential Solutions. Sales in fiscal 2015 were $22.3 billion. For more information, visit Emerson.com.
About Branson
Headquartered in Danbury, Connecticut, Branson (www.BransonUltrasonics.com) is the leading
worldwide manufacturer of plastics joining, ultrasonic metal joining and precision processing equipment.
Branson’s goal is to create value in customers’ manufacturing processes, serve as a long-term strategic
partner, and provide a high return on investment to customers. With more than 1,800 employees and 70
sales and support offices worldwide, Branson is committed to leading the industry in products, solutions,
service and support. Branson was founded in 1946 and is a business of Emerson.
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